Real-Time (CART) Transcription
Just Got a lot Smarter

Today everything is on-demand. Verbit now provides a real-time (CART) service for
transcription and captioning that doesn’t compromise on accuracy. Our audio
transcription software fuses artificial intelligence and human intelligence to deliver results
accurately in real time and 10x faster than the competition. You can schedule and cancel
CART services with one click and receive a rough draft of the transcript immediately after a
session. You’ll receive professional human transcribers with each session and continuous
customer support to ensure a best-in-class experience. Let Verbit meet and exceed your
ongoing transcription and captioning needs in real-time.

How It Works
Adaptive algorithms improve results

ASR Engine

Book a session
online

Set up
the mic

ASR produces text
automatically

Type correctors
perfect text on the spot

“The real-time captioning aspect
exceeded my expectations. The level of
accuracy was impressive and really
provided an exceptional service for those
in need. Our overall goals of a smooth
collaboration to provide a successful
event were met and surpassed.”

Text is streamed
in real time

Get a full transcript
immediately

“The real-time captioning speed was
highly accurate and met our expectations
in providing robust communications to
our [conference] guests. The collaboration
between VT and Verbit within 24 hours of
the event greatly assisted in testing the
Verbit platform...to ensure a positive
experience for all participants.”

- Eric Moore, PhD, UDL Specialist and Higher
Education Consultant, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville

- Mark Nichols, Senior Director Universal Design
and Accessible Technologies, Virginia Tech

Benefits
Easy Scheduling

Simple Cancellation

On-Demand

Schedule sessions online
24 hours in advance

Cancel sessions up to 12 hours
in advance at no extra cost

Run unlimited sessions
simultaneously

$
High Accuracy

Cost-Effective

Full Transcript

Top accuracy with adaptive
AI and professional
type correctors

Save money with prorated
pricing and no setup fees

Receive a full transcript
immediately following
the session

Our Integrations, Partners
& Customers

Verbit’s smart transcription and captioning solution harnesses the power of artificial
and human intelligence to generate the most detailed speech-to-text files, providing over
99% accuracy, record-breaking speed, and on-demand CART services. Our adaptive AI
technology is trained to recognize specific terms and integrate with all major LMS and
content management platforms. Learn more at verbit.ai

